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Notes on individual scenes

I

The Scholar, a Human Being

The first thing L. did when he set to work was to ri~ute of
GarrIeo of tfie pallur;-splIit:uaI, stargazrng aura oIllie text books.
Above-ill, the scholar must be made mto a man. I'he very term
'scholar' [Gelehrter] sounds somewhat ridiculous when used by simple
people; there is an implication of having been prepared and fitted, of
something passive. In Bavaria people used to speak of the Nuremberg
Funnel by which simpletons were more or less forcibly fed undue
quantities of knowledge, a kind of enema for the brain. When some-
one had 'crammed himself with learning', that too' was considered
unnatural. The educated-again oue of those hopelessly passive
words-talked of the revenge of the 'uneducated', of their innate ha-
tred for the mind; and it is true that their contempt was often mixed
with hatred; in villages and working-class districts, the mind was
considered something alien, eveu hostile. The same contempt, how-
ever, could also be found among the 'better classes'. A scholar was an
impotent, bloodless, quaint figure, conceited and barely fit to live.
He was an easy prey for romantic treatment. L.'s Galileo never
strayed far from the engineer at the great arsenal in Venice. His eyes
were there to see with, not to flash, his hands to work with, not to
gesticulate. Everything worth seeing or feeling L. derived from
Galileo's profession, his pursuit of physics and his teaching, the
reaching, that is, of something very concrete with its concomitant
real difficulties. And he portrayed tbe external side not just for the
ke of the inner mau-that is to say, research and everything con-

with it, not just for the sake of the resulting psychological
ns-these reactions, rather, were never .separated from the
ay business and conflicts, they never became 'universally hu- _,

, even though they never lost their universal appeal. In the case
the Richard HI of Shakespeare's theatre, the spectator can easily

himself along with the actor, since the king's politics and
play only a very vague role; there is hardly more of it thgn a

ming man would understand. But with Galileo it is a continual
to the spectator that he knows much less about science than

Galileo. It is a piquant fact that in representing the history of
leo, both playwright and actor had to undo the notion which
,'s betrayal had helped to create" the notion that schoolteachers
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and scientists are by nature absent-minded, hybrid, castrated. (Only
in our own day when, in the shape of ruling-class hirelings remote
from the people, they delivered the latest product of Galileo's laws of
motion, did popular contempt change to fear.) As for Galileo him-
self, for many centuries, all over Europe, the people honoured him

, :~~:iS b~lief in a popularly based science by refusing to believe in his

~tatlon.

Subdivisions and Line

r-;;; divided the first scene into several parts:
\ .. We had the advantage that the beginning of the story was also a be-

ginning for Galilee, that is, his encounter with the telescope, and since
the significance of this encounter is hidden from him for the time be-
ing, our solution was to derive the joy of beginning from the early
morning: having him wash with cold water-L., with bare torso, lifted
a copper pitcher with a quick sweeping motion to let the jet of water
fall into the basin-find his open books on the high desk, have his first
sip of milk, and give bis first lesson, as it happens, to a young boy. As
the scene unfolds, Galileo keeps coming back to his reading at the high
desk, annoyed at being interrupted by the returning student with his
shallow preference for new-fangled inventions such as this spyglass,
and by the procurator of the university who denies him a grant; finally
reaching the last obstacle that keeps him from his work, the resting
of the lenses which, however, would not have been possible withoul
the two prior interruptions, and makes an entirely new field of work

\,,_::ssible.

Interest in Interest and Thinking as Expression
of Physical Contentment

Two elements in the action with the child may be mentioned:
Washing himself in the background, Galileo observes the boy's til

terest in the astrolabe as little Andrea circles around the strange Itt
strument. ~t was novel in G. at that time by letllill
him look at~WQI!'Q a,Loulldhim as if he -w.eLe_a-straogerand_psd It

neea~ explanation. His chuckling observation made fossils out ol till
mon s at the Collegium Romanum. In that scene he also showl,l
amusement at their primitive method of proof.

Some people objected to L.'s delivering his speech about the new I.

tronomy in the first scene with a bare torso, claiming that it Willi I
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confuse the audience if it were to hear such intellectual utterances
from a half-naked man. But it was just this mixture of the physical and
the intellectual that attracted L. 'Galilee's physical contentment' at
having his back rubbed by the boy is transformed into intellectual
production. Again, in the ninth scene, L. brought out the fact that
Galileo recovers his taste for wine on hearing of the reactionary pope's
expected demise. His sensual walking, the play of his bands in his
pockets while he is planning new researches, came dose to being of-
fensive. Whenever Galileo is creative, L. displayed a mixture of aggres-
siveness and defenceless softness and vulnerability.

Rotation of the Earth and Rotation of the Brain

L. arranges the little demonstration of the earth's rotation to be quick
and offhand, leaving his high desk where he has begun to read and re-
turning to it. He avoids anything emphatic, seems to pay no attention
to the child's intellectual capacity, and at the end leaves him sitting
there alone with his thoughts.
This casual manner, in keeping with his limited time, simultane-

ously admits the boy to the community of scholars. Thus L. demon-
strated how fQ[._Ga.lik2Jeaming_ al!_d teac_lJing_are .onecand the
same-which makes his~bs~uellt_betray'al all themore horrible.

Balanced Acting

During this demonstration of the earth's rotation Galileo is surprised
by Andrea's mother. Questioned about the nonsensical notions he is
teaching the child he answers: 'Apparently we are on the threshold of
a new era, Mr~.Sarti.' The way in which L. caressingly emptied his
glass of milk while he said it was enchanting.

Response to a Good Answer . ,

small detail: the housekeeper has gone to let the new student in.
ileo feels constrained to make a confession to Andrea. His science

in no very good state, its most important concerns must be con-
from the authorities, and for the moment they are only hy-

'I want to become an astronomer,' Andrea says quickly. At
answer Galileo looks at him with an almost tender smile. Usually
do not rehearse such details separately, or often, enough to ren-

them quickly in the performance.
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(Dismissal of Andrea]

The dismissal of Andrea during the conversation with Ludovico is a
piece of stage business for which time must be allowed. Galileo now
drinks his milk as if it were the only pleasure to be had, and one which
will not last ver'y long. He is fully aware of Andrea's presence. 111-
humouredly he sends him away. One of those unavoidable everyday

compromises!

GaUleo Underestimates the New Invention

Ludovico Marsili describes a new spyglass which he has seen in Hol-
f land and cannot understand. GaWeo asks for detailed information and

makes a sketch which solves the problem. He holds the cardboard
with the sketch without shoWing it to his pupil, who expected to have
a look. (L. i~lsisted that the actor playing Ludovico should expect rhis.)

\

The sketch itself he drew casually, just to solve a problem that offered
some relief from the conversation. Then, his way of asking the house-
keeper to send Andrea for lenses and borrowing a scudo from the en-

\

iering procurator-all that had an automatic and routine quality. The
~cident-seemed only to demonstrate that Gal ileo too was capa

ble of ploughing water. -
'---

A New Commodity

The birth of the telescope as a commodity took a long·time to ernerw
clearly in the rehearsals. We found out why: L. had reacted tOOquickly
and arrogantly to the university's refusal of a grant. All was well ,I'
soon as he accepted the blow in hurt silence and then went on, alm'I~1
sadly, to speak like a poor man. As a natural result, Galileo's 'Mr. P'I
uli, I may have something for you,' came out in a way to mill
Galileo's dismissal of the new spyglass as 'bosh' perfectly clear.

(Interruption of Work]

When Andrea returns with the lenses he finds Galileo deep ill Itt
work. (L. has shown, during a by no means brief interval, how II,

Qt
0lar handles his books.) He has already forgotten the lenses, Ill' "t
e boy wait, then proceeds, almost gwltily because he has no ,II .u
take up the lucrative bosh, to arrange the rwo lenses on a pIn t

rdboard. Finally he takes the 'thing' away, not without ,I Itt'
demonstration of his showmanship.
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The senators-surround and congratuJate Galileo and draw him to the
rear, but the tin._y~an~ge_with.budovico M~~, with its i1llRJ:I.tation
of plagiarism, must as it were still hover in the air; for when the half-
"Curtain doses befiino them [LudoVlCOana vIrgmia] and in front of
Galileo and the others, they continue and conclude the conversation
while exiting along the footlights. And Ludovico's cynical remark, 'I
~g ..ro.understand science,' g.D~e.5as_a..spriogboard...£Ot the
ensuing third scene-that of th:_preat discoveries.

3

[Confidence in Obig.tiue Judgment]

Galileo lets his fri~d Sagredo look through the telescope at the moon
and Jupiter. L. sat down, his back to the instrument, relaxed, as
though his work was done and he only wanted his friend to pass im-
partial judgment on what he saw, and that this was all he needed to do
since his friend was now seeing for himself. By this means he estab-
lished that the new possibilities of observation must bring all centro-
versy.about the Copernican system to an end.

This attitude explains at the very beginning of the scene the boldness
of his application for the lucrative position at the court of Florence.

The Historical Moment

L. conducted the exchange with his friend at the telescope without any
emphasis. The more casually he acted, the more clearly one could
sense the historic night; the more soberly he spoke, the more solemn
the moment appeared.

An Embarrassment

When the procurator of the university comes in to complain abo~
ud of the telescope, L. 's Galileo shows noticeable embarrassment ~y \
iously looking through the telescope, obviously less to observe the

y rhan to avoid looking the procurator in the eye. Shamelessly h.eex-
the 'higher' function of the instrument which the Venetians have

nd not to be very profitable.
It is true that he also shows his behind to the angry man who has

him. But, far from trying to put him off with the discoveries of
science, he at once offers him another profitable item, the astro-
clock for ships. When the procurator has left, he sits glumly be-

the telescope, scratching his neck and telling Sagredo about his
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physical, and intellectual needs which must be satisfied in one way or
another. Science is a milch cow for all to milk, he himself of course in-
cluded. While at this point in time Galileo's attitude is still helpful to-sci-i~:llat" on, in hi' fight with Rom', It I, going to push ,;cion" to the

~ of the abyss, In oth" wo«i<, deliver It into rhe bwd, of the "I",.

The Wish Is Father to the Thought

Looking up from their calculations of the movements of Jupiter's
moons, Sagredo voices his concern for the roan about to publish a dis-
covery so'-embgr~l1eChurCh:-Giihleo mentiOns t\'ieSeductive
power of evidence. He fishes a p~bble fr_gmJj:lsPJ:5~nmttets-it fall
from palm to palm, following gravity: 'Sooner or later everybody must
succumb to it' {the evidence]. As he arguecl ::l1ongtllese-tines, t:-never
forgot for a moment todo~it in such a way that the audience would re-
member it, later when he announced his decision to hand over his dan-
geroUSdiscoveries to the Catholic court of Florence.

(Refection of Virginia 1
L.'s Galileo used the little scene with his daughter Virginia to indicat<~
how far he .lllight be ~me<!_ fg_t_YirgiDia'Ssubsequent behaviour as n
spy for the lnquisition. He does not tak~ her ip.terest in th~teTescoPl'
seriously and sends her off to matins. L. scrutinised his daughter aftl"
ner quesf(On,~Tlool< throu"'ghit?' before replying, 'What for? h\

not a toy.'

The Fun in Co~
Saying, '1 am going to Florence,' Galileo carefully signs his letter of :11'

plication. In this has..~pitaliz~SGG¥€!{.i~S in Itl
discoJ,J.tSe-on,-tl'l,e..seductW~w.er of evidence and the repr~ent"IIY'
value of great di ' " ,L. left the spectator con;pietelY a~libert y ,,,
stu y, crttlcise, admire Galileo's cOl1tradktoty perso

l1
fl
1it

y.

4

The Acting of Anger

Vis-a-vis the court scholars who refuse to look thtOugh the relc« "1
because to do so would either confirm Aristotle's doctrine or shov

141

Galileo as a swindler, what L.. acted was not so much anger as the at-
tempt to dominate anger.
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Servility

After Galileo, erupting at last, has threatened to take his new science
to the dockyards, he sees the court depart abruptly. Deeply alarmed
and disturbed, he follows the departing prince in cringing servility,
stumbling, all dignity gone. In such a case an actor's greatness can be
seen in the degree to which he can make the character's behaviour in-
comprehensible or at least objectionable.

4 and 6"'

The Fight and the Particular Manner of Fighting

L. insisted that throughout the two following scenes, 4 and 6~~
sketch of Jupiter's moons from Galilee's original report should remain
projected on the backdrop screen. It was a reminder of the fight. To
show one of its aspects, the heel-cooling for the sake of truth, L., at the
end of scene 4, when the chamberlain stays behind after the hasty de-
parture of the court to inform him of the appeal to Rome, let himself
be driven out of the space that stood for his house and stood in front
of the half-curtain. He stood there between scenes 4 and 6 and again
between scenes 6 and 7, waiting, and occasionally verifying that the
pebble from his pocket continued to fall from one raised hand to ~
other stretched out below.

6

[Observation of the Clergy]

lileo is not entirely devoid of appreciation when he observes the
monks at the ColJegium Romanurn-after all, by pretending to
on a rolling globe they are trying to prove the absurdity of his
i.011S.The very old cardinal fills,him with pity.

fter the astronomer Clavius nfirmed Gali_ko.i;findings,
sows IS pe _e tOJhe-hQstile·cardillal who- retreats in dis-

L.did this py no_nle.ans tr~phantly, rather as if he wanted to
his adversary a last chance to c~ce .!fJillself.

5was not played in this production. & 'Olaque. ~(J).~
- \ u· tvt
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Fame

In,iwl to the ",,,k,d ball of c,njinal, B,lI.,m'" and .",be
rini

Galil'o ling'" Ior a mom,nt in rhe an'"'''''''' alon, wid> the cl"ital
"o"",i" who later tum out ,0 be """ ag"'''' H, has been gteet,d
on 1$ ani,al by discinguishod mru;k,d gu"" wid> "'tat ,,,pt'" obvi-
"",Iy he s,."ds in high favo"', F,oro the balli a boys' ,boi' ~ btatd,
aud Galile

o
listens to one of these melancholic stanzas which are sung

amid the joy of life. L. n"d,d no mot' d>an Wi> btid list",ing and ,b,
word 'Romd' to txP'''s the !"id' of the tonquttO' who bas rhe capi-

tal of the world at his feet.

The Duel of Quotations

In rhe b,~f dut! of .ibl, quotations with Catdina
l

.",be,"'i, L.'s
Ga1i1<oshows, btsid, d>, fun he has wid> sucb ""d)to,u,1 spott, ,hal
the possibility of an unfavourable outcome to his affairs is dawning on
him. For the rest, the effectiveness of the scene depends on the elegance
of its performance; L. made full use of his heavy body.

Two Things at Once

(Th' brief ",g=' ahout the """,dCYof the human b,,'" (wbi,b ,h,
playw<igh' was d,ligbred to bav h,,,,d fo,roula"d by Albett Einst"nl
furnished L. the opportunity to show tWO traits: I) a certain arrog

anll

I ~~d>, p,of"sional whtn 1m ',Id i, ",vadW by laym"', and .1 '"
~areness of the difficulty of such a problem.

(Disarmed by Lack of Logic1
Whtn~d OJ' f~'ht.gu,,' to ,".0 a tb'o,y ."
kn~t.Q...h~2!oven, L.'s Galileo reacts by twice turilllill
abmpdy unm tbe "adlng sccrtt",ts to th' lib",1 .atbttioi. ,'10",'
derstruck, he lets the tWOcarclinals drag him to the ball as if he WI'II

steer stunned by the aJ(e. L. was able, tn a manner the playwrighl 1,111

not dts"'b,, to givt d>, itnp""ion d>atwhat~nlod G"hh,

was the lac~·
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8

[Indomitable Urge to Research]

If in the seventh scene Galileo-experiences_the...bl:o..ofthe church. in the
eigfithhe is confronted with the No of the peoplef1icomes frorr: the
Lipsof the Little monk, hlmseifaphysiciSt.""Gillieo is disturbed, then
recognises the situation: in the fight against science it is not the church
that defends the peasant, but the peasant who defends the churchJlt
was L.'s theatrical conception to let Galileo be so profoundly upset
that he delivers his counter-arguments in a spirit of defence, even of
angry self-defence, and makes the throwing down of the manuscript
into a gesture of helplessness. He blamed hi~mitable urge to re-
search like-a-se~der blamiilg his glandS.

Laughton Does Not Forget to Tell the Story

In the eighth scene one of Galileo's lines contains a sentence which
continues the story: 'Should Icondone this decree .. .' 1. distilled this
small but important detail with great care.

9

[The Impatience of Galileo the Scientist]

1. insisted he must be allowed to give Galileo's character ~
criminal evolution after the recantation in scene 13, he did

feel a similar need at the beginning of scene 9. Here too, to obli~.ge
church, Galileo has for many years abstained from publicising his

but this cannot be considered a betrayal like the later one
this point the people know very little about the new science, the

of the new astronomy has not yet been taken up by the North
bourgeoisie, the battle fronts are not yet political. There may

be_.IDl-Opendeclaration on his part, but therejs_!l,P L€eantanon el-
In ~s\~c_ene therefore it is stilrdie scientist's peIsJ;mal impatience
dissatisfaction whicnii1iisrl5"e l1Qliti.ayed._-

When Does Galileo Become Antisocial?

issueiD Galileo's case is not that a man must stand up for his 0 ill-

lon~oraSTt1Obe true; t at wo enD e im to be called
-:The manwITo startedlt all, Copernicus, did not stand up
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for his opinion; it would be truer to say that he lay down for it inas-
much as he had it published only after his death; and yet, quite rightly,
no one has ever reproached him for this. Something had been laid
down to be picked up by anybody.

he man who had laid i.t down had gone, out of range of bLameor
thanks. Here was a scientific achievement which allowed simpler, shorter
and more elegant calculations of celestial motions; so let humanity make
use of it. Galileo's life's work is on the whoLeof the same order, and hu-
manity used it. But unlike Copernicus who had avoided a battle, Galileo
fought it and betrayed~If Giordano Bruno, of Nola, who did not avoid
tJiel)a'ffIelftrcin--act1)een burned twenty years earlier, had recanted, no
great harm might have come of it; it could even be argued that his mar-
tyrdom deterred scientists more than it aroused them. In Bruno's time
the battle was still a feeble one. But time did not stand still: a new class,
the bourgeoisie with its new industries, had assertively entered the scene;
no longer was it only scien~ achievements that were at stake, but bat-des-fOru'leir l~eral exploitation. This exploitation haa: many
aspects because the newcrass, in order to pursue its interests, had to
come to power and smash the pr.evailingideology that obstructed it. The

,-e\1'trt'ch, which defended the p.dvileges of princes and landowners as
\ God-given and therefore natural, did not rule by means of astronomy,

but it ruled within astronomy, as in everything else. And in no field could
it allow its rule to be smashed. The new class, clearly, could exploit a vi,
tory in any field including that of astronomy. But once it had singled out
a particular field and concentrated the battle in it, the new class became
broadly vulnerable there. The maxim, 'A chain is as strong as its wee]
est link,' applies to chains that bind (such as the ideology of the churchl
as well as to transmission chains (such as the new class's new ideas abwI'
property, law, science, etc.). Galileo became antisocial when he led hi
science into this battle and then abandoned th_:!ghtd

Teaching

Words cannot do justice to the lightness and elegance with which'
conducted the little experiment with the pieces of ice in the COPl" I
basin. A fairly long reading from books was followed by the 11'1.

111

demonstration. Galileo's relationship with his pupils is like a dlll·1 II
which the fencing master uses all his feints~using them again~1 lit
pupil to serve the pupil. Catching Andrea out in a hasty concluu:
Galileo crosses out his wrong entry in the record book with till' "II
matter-of-fact patience as he displays in correcting the ice's pOSilllll1

the submersion experiment.
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Silence

rw"'ii1 his pupils he uses his tricks mainly to quell their dissatisfaction
with him. They are offended by his keeping silent in the European con-
troversy about sunspots, where his views are constantly being solicited
as those of the greatest authority in the field. He knows he Oweshis au-
thority to the church, and hence owes the clamour for his views to his
silence. His authority was given him on condition that he should not
useJU-. shows how Galileo suffers by the episode of the book on
sunspots, which has been brought along and is discussed by his pupils.
He pretends complete indifference, but how badly he does it! He is not
allowed to leaf through the book, probably full of errors and thus twice
as attractive. In little things he supports their revolt, though not himself
revolting. When the lens grinder Federzoni angrily drops the scales on
the floor because he cannot read Latin, Galileo himself picks them up-
casually, like a man who would pick up anything that fell down.

l. used the arrival of Ludovico Marsili, Virginia's fiance, to show his
disgust at the routine nature of his work. He organised the reception
of his guest in such a way that it interrupted the work and made his
pupils shake their heads. On being told that the reactionary pope was
on his deathbed Galileo visibly began to enjoy his wine. His bearing
changed completely. Sitting at the table, his back to the audience, he
perienced a rebirth; he put his hands in his pockets, placed one leg
the bench in a delicious sprawl. Then he rose slowly and walked up
down with his glass of wine. At the same time he let it be seen how
futu[e_s~-I~w, the landowner and reaction~ ~him
with every s.!.E..His instructions to the pupils for the newexperi-
were so many challenges to Ludovico. With all this, L. still took
to make it plain that he was seizing the opportunity {or new re-
h not by the forelock, but just by a single little hair.

The Gesr of Work

speech about the need for caution with which Galileo resumes a
fic activity that defies all caution shows L in a rare gest of ere-
very vulnerable softness.
Virginia's fainting spell Oil finding her fiance gone barely in"terl

(ialileo. As the pupils hover over her, he says painfully: 'I've got to
.' And in saying it he did not seem hard.
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10

Political Attitude on Dramatic Grounds

L. took the greatest interest in the tenth (carnival) scene, where the
Itali@_~o£!e are shown relating Galileo's revolutionary doctrine to
their own revofutionary demanas. He netped s-lrarIfenlt by suggesting
that representatives of IDegUilds, wearing masks, should ross a rag
doll representing a cardinal in the air. It was so important to him to
demonstrate that property relationships were being thre~cLby the
dop:cine 01 the earth's rotation that he -aeclineda ~NewYork produc-
tion where this scene was to be omitted.

II

Decomposition

The eleventh scene is the decomposition scene. L. begins it with the
same authoritative attitude as in the ninth scene. He does not permit his
increasing blindness to detract one iota from his virility. (Throughout,

L:8'tnctly refused to ex loit this ailment which Galileo had c rracted
in the pursUit of his profession, and which of course could easily have
won him the sYI!!l'atbyof the auruence. L.(lid not wan:rcatileo's SUI

render to be ascribable to his age-or ph-ysicaLdefects:-EVerJin his In,t
scene h~an who was spiritually, Dot physically broken.)
"The playwright would sooner have Galileo_'_~ration in t11l'.

scene, rather than let it take place before the Inquisition. Galilee eXI

cutes it when he rejects the offer of the progressive bourgeoisie, in till
person of the iron founder Vanni, to support him in his fight against till
church, and insists that what he has written is an unpolitical scienul«

L. acted this rejection with the utmost abruptness and stu~ngtlt

Two Versions

In the New York production L. changed his gest for the meeting wl"h
the cardinal inquisitor as he emerges from the inner chambers. III lit
California production he remained seated, not recognising the (,II,1t

nal, while his daughter bowed. This created the impression of ~1I1"

thing ominous passing through, unrecognisable but bowing. In ~II'
York L. rose and himself acknowledged the cardinal's bow. TIll' I'll
wright finds no merit in the change, since it establishes a relation
between Ga1i1eo and the cardinal inqnisitor which is irrelevant- I
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turns Galilee's ensuing remark, 'His attitude was respectful, I think,'
into a statement rather than a question.

The Arrest

As soon as the chamberlain appears at the head of the stairs, Galileo
hastily puts the book under his arm and runs upstairs, passing the star-
tled chamberlain. Stopped short by the chamberlain's words, he leafs
through the book as though its quality was all that mattered. Left
standing on the lower part of the staircase, he must now retrace his
steps. He stumbles. Almost at the footlights-his daughter has run to
meet him-he completely pulls himself together and gives his instruc-
tions firmly and to the point. It becomes dear that he has taken certain
ptecautions. Holding his daughter close and supporting her, he sets out
to leave the hall at a rapid, energetic pace. When he reaches the wings
the chamberlain caUs him back. He receives the fateful decision with
great composure. Acting thus, L. shows that this is neither a helpless
nor an ignorant man who is being caught, but one who has made great
mistakes.

13
A Difficulty for the Actor: Some Effects Become Apparent

Only_When the Play Is Seen a SecOfiillime-

In preparing for the recantation scene L. never neglected in the preced-
ing scenes to exhibit in all their fine shades the complian,ce and non-
compliance in Galile-o'n:onduct vis-a-ViStlie authorities, even those

~_which would only mean anyrhingro a spectator woo had al-
§w-the entire play once. Both he and the playwright recognised
In this type of 'play certain details unavoidably depend on a

I'lIvwledge of the whole.-
The Traitor

the book there is a stage direction for Galileo when he returns to
pupils after h~c~nt~d to the Inquisition: 'He is changed, almost

l!Ie~gnjsable.' The change in L. was not of a 'physicrunature' as
~ olavwught had intended. There was something 'infantile, bed-

in his loose gait, his grin, indicating a self-release of the low-
order, as if restraints had been thrown off that had been very
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This, like what follows, can best be seen in photographs of.the Cal-

ifornia production.Andrea Sarti is feeling sick; Galileo has asked for a glass of water
for him, and now the little monk passes by him, his face averted.
Galileo's gaze is answered by Federzoni, the artisan-scholar, and for
some time the rwo stare at each other until the monK returns with the
water. This i.sGalileo's Runishment:it...Y.lilLhethe Federzonis of future
centuries who will have to pay for his betrayal at the very inception of
their great career. - ----

'Unhappy the Land'

The pupils have abandoned the faUenman. Sarti's last word had been:
'Unhappy is the land that breeds no hero.' Galileo has to think of an
answer, then calls after them, toO late for them to hear: 'Unhappy is
tile land that needs a hero.' L. says it soberly, as a statement by the
physicist who wants to take away nature's privilege to ordain tragedies
and mankind's need to produce heroes.

14
The Goose

~ spends the last years of his life on an estate near Florence as \1

\ ;ri~-~~l~rof the Inquisition. His daughter Virginia, whom he has nCI'.
lected to instruct, has become a spy for the Inquisition. He dictates hi •.
Discorsi to her, in which be lays down his maip teachings. But to COli

ceal the fact that he is making a copy of tile book he exaggerates lilt

extent of his failing eyesight. Now he pretends not to recog
nis

(' 1

goose which she shows him, the gift of a traveller. His wisdom h.1
been deg~aded to cunning. But his zest for. food is u~diminished: hC{11i
structs hIS daughter carefully how he wants the liver prep~.red·1 II
daughter conceals neither her disbelief in his inability to see-no~ hll
contempt for his gluttony. And Galileo, aware that she defends hiIII
vis-a-vis the lnquisition's guards, sharpens the conflicts of her tf<>llb\..1
conscience by hinting that he may be deceiving the Inquisition. '1)111
in the basest manner he experiments with her filial love and her dl \ •
tion to the church. Nonetheless L. succeeded brilliantly in Chlllill
from the spectator not only a measure of contempt but also a 11)(',1.11'

of horror at degradations that debase. And for all this he had (1111

few sentences and pauses at his disposal.
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. Collaboration

Anxious to show that crime makes the crinUnal more criminal, L. in-
sist~g the adap.ratl.Q.!lof the 9rigin~1 version, on a scene in
which Galileo collaborates with the authorities in full view of the au-
dience. The~; was-anOtiler reason for t1iis: during the scene Galileo
mal{e~the most dignified use of his well-preserved intellectual powers
by analysing his betrayal for the benefit of his former pupil. So he now
dictates to his daughter, to whom he had for many weeks been dictat-
ing Fils main wOrk, the' Discorsi, an a6jeCtletter to the archbishop in
whicl1headvises him 'Fow the Bible may be used fo.r the suppression
o{starving_artTsans.1fl this-he qujtetrankJy shows his daughter his
cynicism without being entirely able to conceal the effort this igno-
minious exercise costs him. L. was fully aware of the recklessness with
which he swam against the stream by thus throwing away his
character-no audience can stand a thing like that.

The Voice of the Visitor

Virginia has laid down the manuscript of the letter to the archbishop
and gone out to receive a belated visitor. Galilee hears the voice of An-
drea Sa.rti, formerly his favourite pupil, who had broken with him af-
ter the recantation. To those readers of the play who complained that
it gave no description of the spiritual agonies to which our nuclear
phYSlc~ere subjected by the authorities ordering the bombs, L.

snow that no first-rate actor needs more than a fleeting moment
indicate such spiritual discomfort. I!Js of course rig~mpare
Iileo's.subruissiveness towards his-authorities with that of our physi-
towards rulers whom. they distrust, but it.would be wrong_to go

the way into. their stomach pains. What would be gained by that? L.
simply making this the moment to display his bad. conscience,

ich could non have been shown later in the scene when his betrayal
analysed; without getting in his way.

The Laughter

laughter in the picture [in the Model Book] was not suggested by
and it was frightening. Sarti, the former favourite pupil, calls

Virginia overhears the strained conversation. When Galileo in-
about his former collaborators, Sarti answers with utter frank-

calculated to hurt his master. They get to Federzoni, a lens grinder
Galileo had made his scientific coJlaborator even though he had
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no LatinfWhe~arti reports he is back in a shop grinding lenses
Galileo answers: 'He can't read the books': Then L.makes him laugh.
The laugh however does not contain bitterness about a society that
treats science as something secret reserved for the well-to-do, but a
disgraceful mocking of Federzoni's inadequacies together with a
brazen complicity in his degradation, though this is simply (and com-
pletely) explained by his being inadequate .t. thus intended to make
the fallen man a provocateur. Sarti, ura y, responds with indigna-
tion and seizes the opportunity to inflict a blow on the shameless re-
canter ~ Galileo cautiously inquires about Descartes's further
work. ~rtiColdly reports that Descartes shelved his investigations into
the nature of light when he heard that Galileo had recanted. And
Galileo once had exclaimed that he would willingly be 'imprisoned a
thousand feet beneath the earth, if in exchange he could find out what
light is'. iL. inserted a long pause after this unpleasant information.

The Right to Submit

During tile first sentences of his exchange with Sarti he listens incon-
spicuously for the footsteps of the Inquisition's official in the anteroom,
who stops every now and men, presumably in order to eavesdrop.
GaLileo's inconspicuous listening is difficult to act since it must remain
concealed from Sarti but not from me audience; concealed from Sail'
because otherwise he would not take the prisoner's repentant remarks
at face value. But Galileo must convey them to him at face value so th.u
his visitor can cash them when he reaches foreign parts; it would not d"
at all if it were rumoured abroad that the prisoner was recalcitrant
Then the conversation reaches a point where Galilee abandons this WII\

of speaking for the benefit of hostile ears, and proclaims, aurhoru»
tivelyand forcefully, that it is his right to submit. Society's command" 1

its members to produce is but vague and accompanied by no mannc I,I
guarantee; a producer produces at his own risk, and Galileo can pi I '\1
any time that being productive endangers his comfort.

Handing over the Book

L. made the disclosure about the existence of the Discorsi quickly
with exaggerated indifference; but in a way suggesting that lhl 1.1
man was only trying to get rid of me fruits of a regrettable lapse, " ..
yet another implication beneath this: anxiety lest the visitor rein t t

imposition together with me risk involved in taking the bool
him. As he was protesting ill-humouredly mat he wrote the bool •
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as a slave of habit-the thoroughly vicious habit of thinking-the
spectator could see that he was also listening. (Having made his eye-
sight worse by secretly copying the book' which is endangered by the
Inquisition, when he wants to gauge Sarti's reaction he is wholly de-
pendent on his ears.) Toward the end of his appeal he virtually aban-
dons his atritude of 'condescending grandeur' and comes close to
begging. The remark about having continued his scientific work sim-
ply to kill time, uttered when Sarti's exclamation 'The Discorsi!' had
made him aware of his visitor's enthusiasm, came so falsely from L.'s
lips that it could deceive no one.
It is furthermore important to realise that when Galileo so strongly

emphasises his ow;n condemnation of me teaching activities which are
now forbidden to tum he is mainly trying to deceive himself. "S1
working, let alone sharing the results with the Outside world, would
threaten whatever Was left of his comfort, he himself is passionately
against this 'weakness' which makes him like a cat that cannot stop
catching mice. Indeed the audience is witnessing his defeat when it sees
him yield so reluctantly yet helplessly to an urge fostered in him by
society. He must consider the risks to be larger than ever because now
he is wholly in me hands of the Inquisition; his punishment would no
longer be a public one; and the body of people who formerly would
have protested has dispersed-thanks to his own fault. And not only
has the danger increased, but he would be too late now with any con-
tribution anyway, since astronomy has become apolitical, the e~lu- {
sive concern of scientists.

Watchfulness

the young physicist has found the book for which the screntinc
no longer dares to hope, he at once changes his opinion

his former teacher and launches, with great passion, into a ra-
,ullau·sation of Galileo's motives for the betrayal; motives, he finds,

exonerate him completely. Galileo has recanted so that he can
on with his work and find more evidence for the truth. Galileo lis-
for a while, interjecting monosyllables. What he is hearing now
well be all mat he can expect posterity to say in recognition of his

and dangerous endeavour. First he seems to be testing his
improvised theory, just in the same way as any other theory
tested for its validity. But presently he discovers that it is not

this point, immersed in the world of his scientific concerns,
his watchfulness vis-a-vis a possible eavesdropper: he stops

for steps.
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The Analysis

Galileo's great counterattack against the golden bridge opens with a
scornful outburst that abandons all grandeur: 'Welcome to my gutter,
dear colleague in science and brother in treason! I sold out, you are a
buyer.' This is one of the few passages which gave L. trouble. He
doubted whether the spectator would get the meaning of the words,
apart from the fact that ~d5-are.not taken from Galileo's usual,
purely logical vocabulary. . could not accept the playwright's argu-
ment tnat there must be some gest simply showing how the oppor-
tunist damns himself by damning all who accept the rewards of
opportuni~~what he understood even less was tbat the playwright
would be uire satisfied with the exhibition of a state of mind that de-
fies rational analysis. The omission of a spiteful and strained grin at
this point r bbed the opening of the great instructional speech of its
malice. It was not fully brought out that deriding the ignorant is 'the
lowest orm of instruction and that it is an ugly light that is shed solely
for the purpose of letting one's own light s~Because the lowest
starting point was missing some spectatorSwere unable to gauge the
full height which L. undoubtedly reached in the course of the great
speech, nor was it entirely possible to see the collapse of Galilee's
vain and violen~uthoritarian attitude that coloured even his scien
tific statements. he theatrical content of the speech, in fact, is not di
recdy concerned with the ruthless demonstration of bourgcoiv
science's fall from grace at the beginning of its rise-its surrender (II
scientific knowledge to the rulers who are authorised 'to use it, nol
use it, abuse it, as it suits their ends'. The theatrical content derivo
from the whole course of the action, and the speech should show hm'
well this perfect brain functions when it has to judge its owner. Thill
man, the spectator should be able to conclude, is sitting in a hell .011111

terrible ~'~ n'J'" where the true function of intellect has h,', "
gambled away.

~

Background of the Performance

important to realise that our performance took place at the t 1111

the country of the atom bomb's recent production and milu 10

application: a country where nuclear physics was then shroud: d I

deepest secrecy. The day the bomb was dropped will not easily hI I,
gotten by anyone who spent it in the United States.

The Japanese war had cost the United States real sacrifices. I
troop ships left from the west coast, and the wounded and the \
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tims of tropical diseases returned there. When the news reached Los
Angeles it was at once clear that this was the end of the hateful war,
that sons and brothers would soon come home. But the great city rose
to an astonishing display of mourning. The playwright heard bus driv-
ers and saleswomen in fruit markets express nothing but horror. It was
victory, but it was the shame of defeat. Next came the suppression of
the tremendous energy Source by the military and politicians, and this
upset the intellectuals. Freedom of investigation, the exchange of sci-
entific discoveries, the international community of scholars: all were
jettisoned by authorities that were strongly distrusted. Great physicists
left the service of their bellicose government in headlong flight; one of
the best known took an academic position where he was forced to
waste his working time in teaching rudimentary essentials solely to es-
cape working for the government. It had become ignominious to make \
new discoveries. ---J
[From Aufbau eier Ro[[elLaughtons Galilei, East Berlin, Henschel,
I956,]

Appendices to <BuildingUp a Part'

Sense and sensuality

The~de~ty-le of acting, which depicts life in such a way that
it isl.ai(f open to inte,r.Yention_Qy-Whumanrrnmr,-anawhlch strikes

as thoroughly doctrinaire, p~ special difficulty to
Englishman L. What makes the sense seem so striking and insistent
it is 'lugged in' is our particular lack of sensuality, To lack sensul
in art is certainly senseless, nor can any sense remain healthy if it

not sensual. Reason, for us, immediately implies something cold; ar-
rary. mechanical, presenting us with such pairs of alternatives as

and life, passion and thinking, pleasure and u~ence when
stage a performance of our Faust-a regular occurrence for educa-
I reasons-we strip it of all sensuality and thus transport the au-

into an indefinite atmosphere where they feel themselves
fronted with aU sorts of thoughts, no single one of which they can
clearly. L. didn't even need any kind of theoretical information
the required 'style'. ~enough_£aste not to make any dis-
between the supposedly lofty ~e, and he

[nr@reactling. Aii(J, so he was a5le to unfold the great pJi:ySicm's
.... __ ..l. :tory personality in a wholly corporeal form, without either

ng his own thoughts about the subject or forcing them on us.
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Beard or no beard I55
Though this is something that needed to be said, it does not however
convey the complete picture. Given the way the American theatre was
organised in those years, it was impossible that such plays and such
productions should reach- their audience. Productions like this one,
therefore, should be treated as examples of a kind of theatre that might
become possible under other political and economic conditions. Their
achievements, like their mistakes, make them object lessons for anyone
who is looking for a theatre of great themes and rewarding acting.

[From Werner Hecht (ed.), Materialien zu Brechts 'Leben des Galilei',
pp. 78-80. In the last of these notes Brecht is perhaps being unde-
servedly kind to Laughton, since the actor's warilless of Communist
associations, at a time when Brecht and Hanns Eisler were being
heard by the Un-American Activities COmmittee, appears to have
been another strong factor in deCiding him to close the play.]

In the California production L. acted without a beard, in the New
York with one. This order has no significance, nor were there any fun-
damental discussions about it. It is the sort of case where the desire for
a change can be the deciding factor. At the same time it does of course
lead to modifications in the character. People who had seen the New
York production confirmed what can be seen from the pictures [in the
Model Book], namely that L. acted rather differently. But everything
essential was still there, and the experiment can be taken as evidence to
show how much room is left for the 'personal' element.

The leavetaking

~nlY nothing could have been more horrible than the moment
when L. has finished his big speech and hastens to the table saying 'I
must eat now', as though in delivering his insights Galileo has done
everything that can be expected of him. His Leavetaking from Sarti is
cold. Standing absorbed in the sight of the goose he is about to eat, I1\'
replies to Sarti's repeated attempt to express his regard for him with n
formal 'Thank you, sir', Then, relieved of all further responsibility, hi'

~down pleasurably to his food.

Concluding remark

~gh it resulted from several years of preparation and was brOlll\llt
about by sacrifices 011 the part of all concerned, the production II

Galileo was seen by a bare ten thousand people. It was put on in 11\1

small theatres, a dozen times in each: first in Beverly Hills, Los Angdl
and then with a completely new cast in New York. Thoughall the I'll
formances were sold out the notices in the main papers were I
Against that could be set the favourable remarks of such people
Charles Chaplin and Erwin Piscator, as well as the interest of the 1'1
lie, which looked like being enough to £11 the theatre for some COII'.I

erable time. But the size of the cast meant that the potential cmul
were low even if business was really good, and when an artisticalli
terested producer made an offer it had to be rejected because L., iI.1I
already turned down a number of film engagements and made ,'011

erable sacrifices, could not afford to turn down an9terj;b the I~I
thing remained a private operation by a great artist w 0, while (',II

his keep outside the theatre, indulged himself by displaying a ~I'III
piece of work to a (not very large) number of interested 1',11



NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL SCENES

[Scene II]

Could Cali/eo have acted any differently?

This scene gives ample reasons for Galilee's hesitation about escaping
Florence and seeking asylum in the North Italian cities. None the
the audience can imagine him putting himself in the hands of
the ironfounder, and discover various tendencies in his character

situations which would support this.
actor Laughton showed Galileo in a state of great inner agita-

during his talk with the iron founder. He played it as a moment
decision-t~e. ~rong~ (Co~oiss~urs of dial~ctics will find
leo's possibilities fur· er clarified ill the ensuing scene 'The
" where the inquisitor insists that Galilee must be forced to re-
his theory because the Italian maritime cities need his star
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. charts, which derive from it and of which it would not be possible to

deprive them.)
An objectivist approach is not permissible here."

[Scene I4]

Galileo after his recantation

~ crime has made a criminal of him. When he reflects on the scale of
V his crime he is pleased with himself. He defends himself against the out-

side world's impertinent expectations of its geniuses. What has And.rea
done to oppose the Inquisition? Galilee applies his intellect to solving
the problems of the clergy, which these blockheads have ove.rlooked. His
mind functions automatically, like a motor in neutraL His appetite for
knowledge feels to him like the impetus that makes him twitch. Schol-
arly activity, for him, is a sin: mortally dangerous, but impossible to do
without. He has a fanatical hatred for humanity. Andrea's readiness to
revise his damning verdict as soon as he sees the book means that he has
been corrupted. As to a lame and starving wolf, Galileo tosses him a
crust, the logical scientific analysis of the Galileo phenomenon. Bebind
this lies bis rejection of the moral demands of a humanity which does
nothing to relieve the deadliness of that morality and those demands.
( ... ]
Once Galilee knows that his book has set out on its journey towards
publication he changes his attitude again. He proposes that the book
should be prefaced by an introduction sharply condemning the author's
treachery. Andrea passionately refuses to pass on such a request, point
. ing out that everything is different now; that Galileo's recantation gave
him the chance to finish this immensely significant work. What needs to
be altered is the popular concept of heroism, ethical precepts and so 010.
The one thing that counts is one's contribution to science, and so forth.

At first Galilee listens in silence to Andrea's speech, which build.s II

golden bridge for his return to the esteem of his fellow scientists, then
contemptuously and cuttingly contradicts him, accusing Andrea ot
squalidly recanting every principle of science. Starting with a denunci
ation of 'bad thinking' which seems designed as a brilliant demonstra
tion of how the trained scientist ought to·analyse a case like his OWII

~

e roves to Andrea that ..2:.0 achievement is valuable enough to rnnl«
or the damage caused by a betrayal of mankind.

o Jectivists who prove the necessity of a given sequence of facts are always II.

danger of slipping into the position of justifying those facts (Lenin).
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Galileo's portrayal in scene I4

The fact that the author is known to all and sundry as an oppon~
the church might lead a theatre to give the play's performance a prima-
rily anticlerical slant. Tbe cburch, however, is mainly being treated here
as a secular establishment. Its specific ideology is being looked at in the
light of its function as a prop to practical rule. The old cardinal (in
scene 6) can be turned into a Tory or a Louisiana, Democrat without
much adjustment. Galilee's illusions concerning a 'scientist in the cbair
of St. Peter' bave more than one parallel in contemporary history, and
these are scarcely related to tile church. In scene 13 Galilee is not re-
turning 'to the bosom of the church'; as we know, be never,left it. He is
simply trying to make his peace with those in power. One can, judge
his demoralisation by his social attitude; he buys his comfort (even his
scientific activity having degenerated to the status of a comfort) by
means of hackwork, unashamedly prostituting his intellect. (His use
of clerical quotations is thus sheer blasphemy.) On no account should
the actor make use of his self-analysis to endear the hero to the audi-
ence by his self-reproacbes. All it does is to show that his brain is
unimpaired, never mind what area he directs it to. Andrea Sarti's final
remark in no sense represents the playwright's own view of Galileo,
merely his opinion of Andrea Sarti. The playwright was not out to
have the last word.
Galileo is a measure of the standard of Italian intellectuals in the

first third of the seventeenth century, when they were defeated by the
feudal nobility. Northern countries like Holland and England devel-
oped productive forces further by means of what is called the Indus- I
trial Revolution. In a sense Galileo was responsible both for its
technical creation and for its social betrayal. -

[Crime and Cunning] ,

first version of the play ended differently. Galileo had written iliel
l.JI£CM<; in the utmost secrecy. He uses the visit of his favourite pu;il I

to get him to smuggle the book across the frontier. His recan-
had given him the chance to.create a seminal work. He had been

se.
In the Californian version [ ... ] Galileo interrupts his pupil's

of praise to prove to him that his recantation had been a crime,
was not to be compensated by this work, important as it might be.

In case anybody is interested, this is also the opinion of the play-


